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Goodnight Teddy Bear: Picture
Book For Children
It's bedtime for Little Bear! And for his animal friends.
Readers will turn the split pages of this engaging novelty
book to put away everyone's toys, and to tuck in each
and every sleepy head. The gentle "goodnight" refrain
will delight and reassure even the most reluctant
children, encouraging them to embrace bedtime rituals
and get a good night's sleep!
Presents the text of the familiar song about the festivities
at the teddy bears' picnic.
Babies will delight in saying night-night to everything as
the Baby in the story gets ready for bed. Night-night
pyjamas, toothpaste, birdies 1, 2, 3; night-night book and
teddy bear and blankie, of course! With cuddly touch and
feel textures on every page to reinforce key stages of the
bedtime routine, each page is packed with objects to
point to and name. Babies will also love finding the
hidden teddy on each spread! Reassuring and fun
bedtimes have arrived!
All aboard for Dreamland! Hold on to your pillow because
the Goodnight Train is taking off. Roll that corner, rock
that curve, and soar past mermaids, leaping sheep, and
even ice-cream clouds. You won't want to miss a thing,
so whatever you do, don't . . . close . . . your . . . eyes!
With soothing, lyrical words and magical illustrations,
June Sobel and Laura Huliska-Beith have created a
nighttime fantasy that's guaranteed to make even the
most resistant sleeper snuggle up tight.
Goodnight Mister Tom
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Good Night!
Good Night, Leo
Teddy Bear, Teddy Bear, Say Good Night

Young Willie Beech is evacuated to the
country as Britain stands on the brink of the
Second World War. A sad, deprived child, he
slowly begins to flourish under the care of
old Tom Oakley - but his new-found happiness
is shattered by a summons from his mother
back in London . . . Winner of the Guardian
Children's Fiction Award.
This illustrated version of the traditional
poem allows beginning readers to gain
confidence in their reading and comprehension
skills. Through a shared reading experience,
children are encouraged to retell the events
and activities that occur during this
adorable teddy bear's day. Perfect for
beginning readers and for those who cannot
yet read, the sweet, lively illustrations act
as a useful tool to assist in the
understanding of the storyline.
Teddy bears count from one to twelve, count
by sets, name their colors, and make three
primary shapes--before counting back down to
zero.
Snuggle up with Teddy to read this book at
bedtime Teddy says "I'm sleepy. It must be
bedtime soon." This adorable little board
book comes in the shape of a teddy bear.
Inside is a little rhyme across six double
pages all about Teddy getting ready for bed,
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putting on his pyjamas, and going to sleep.
A Touch & Feel Bedtime Book
Goodnight, I Love You
Teddy Bear Patterns
Teddy Bear Says Wake Up!
The Remarkable Tale of a President, a
Cartoonist, a Toymaker and a Bear
As winter approaches, Mother Bear must bring a
snack, a drink, and finally the moon to her cub before
he can go to sleep in a cave.
A mini hardcover edition featuring a fold-out final
page and an adorable cast of animal characters, this
loving story is about a curious little polar bear As a
little polar bear cub explores with his mother, he
discovers many huge and wonderful things. Each
object is bigger than the last, and the cub always asks
his mother: "Is that the biggest thing in the world?"
But each time his mother answers, "No." After much
exploration, the cub eventually finds out that the
biggest thing in the world is love.
This touchable book is perfect for bedtime! Feel the
soft, fluffy fur of each animal as you say, "good
night!"
Yawn and stretch with Teddy as you read this book
together This adorable little board book comes in the
shape of a teddy bear. Inside is a jolly rhyme across
six spreads all about Teddy getting up in the morning
and getting ready for his day.
Teddy Bear Says Good Night
The Legend of the Teddy Bear
Good Night Bears
Teddy
The Goodnight Train
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Tired of the "dangerous adventures" with his
human boy, a teddy bear decides to run away
but reconsiders when bedtime arrives.
Young children will love to help Lion find his
animal friends in this interactive novelty book.
Insert the included "magic torch" between the
pages to find Lion's friends in each nighttime
scene and watch children glow with delight.
An irresistible collection of teddy bears gathers
for a rollicking good time in this picture-book
version of the all-time favorite song, illustrated
by popular author Bruce Whatley. Full color.
Imagine have four beloved teddy bears, each of
whom is afraid of something at bedtime. That is
the challenge for the little boy in Jim
Aylesworth's charming bedtime story, Teddy
Bear Tears. Just as the boy is ready to settle in
for the night, each bear -- Willie Bear, then
Fuzzy, Ringo, and Little Sam -- begins to sniffle
and each's particular fear has to be explained
away. Whether it is noises outside or concern
that there might be something scary under the
bed, our hero offers explanations for each and,
in the process, just might make the nighttime
worry-free for himself, too.
Good Night, Baby Bear
I Love You, Good Night
Luke & Bedtime Teddy Bear Fellows
Everyone Says Goodnight
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Teddy Bedtime
Get ready for bed with Teddy the stuffed
animal bear and his friends in this sweet
bedtime book. Teddy and his friends love to
play and sing, until it's time to get ready for
bed! Join them as they splash in the tub,
brush their teeth, and cuddle up to say
"Goodnight!"
Good Night Teddy Bear features Teddy Bear
going to the zoo, the aquarium, the children's
museum, taking a bike ride, going to beach,
walking with pets, exploring the city, playing
games. going out for ice cream, enjoying the
playground, looking at the stars, and more.
Little ones will travel to their favorite
destinations, with iconic Good Bear by their
side. This book is part of the bestselling Good
Night Our World series, which includes
hundreds of titles exploring iconic locations
and exciting, child-friendly themes. Come join
the fun as you and the Good Night Teddy
Bear explore and discover the world.
A delightful tale of the first-ever teddy bear.
The story goes that on a hunting trip in 1902,
President Theodore “Teddy” Roosevelt
refused to shoot a bear. A political cartoonist
shared the story in the newspaper and then,
impressed by the president’s big, warm
heart, shopkeepers Rosie and Morris Michtom
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decided to create a “Teddy” bear in his honor
to sell in their store. The bear was so
popular, they made another. And another.
And before they knew it, they needed to build
a factory: it seemed every child wanted a
teddy bear of their own! History with a twist
of fun! Now there’s even more to love about
the ever-popular toy!
This padded cloth book features a miniature
bear that is attached to the book's spine and
can be taken out from the blanket on the
book's front cover, and inserted into a pocket
of each page's illustration. Includes a cloth
carrying handle, Velcro tab, and clear plastic
carrying case.
The Biggest Thing in the World
Teddy Bear Counting
All About Me
Short Goodnight Story for Toddlers - 5 Minute
Good Night Stories to Read - Personalized
Baby Books with Your Child's Name in the
Story - Children's Books Ages 1-3
Good Night, I Love You
A poignant picture book that serves as a gentle introduction to war and
the meaning of Memorial Day relates the tale of a young girl who slips
her teddy bear into a care package for her father, a medic posted to the
trenches of France during World War I.
When Little Wolf cannot fall asleep, he decides that he needs a teddy
bear and goes into the woods to see if he can find out where to get one.
After playing in the bath, Teddy goes to bed with his favorite toys.
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Get ready for bed with this delightful, cosy bedtime rhyme. It's time for
bed, so let's get ready. Bring your bunny. Bring your teddy. A
charming bedtime rhyme for little ones, perfect for reading aloud.
Snuggle up, wind down, and follow the bedtime routine until the last 'I
love you, good night'. By Caroline Jayne Church, multi-award
winning author and illustrator, with over 6.5 million books sold
worldwide.
Good Morning, Good Night!
Nighty Night Bear
Teddy Bear Tears
Good Night, Teddy
Teddy Bear, Teddy Bear, Say Goodnight

Little Bear and his father play jokes on
each other at bedtime. On board pages.
Good Night Bears highlights black bears,
polar bears, grizzly bears, panda bears,
sloth bears, sun bears, spectacled bears,
bear cubs, bear habitats, bear tracks,
catching salmon, and more. This charming
and educational board book takes young
readers into the fascinating world of
bears while exploring bear species and
types of bear habitat. A must-read for
young wildlife enthusiasts. This book is
part of the bestselling Good Night Our
World series, which includes hundreds of
titles exploring iconic locations and
exciting themes.
A playful introduction to color patterns
invites children to sort teddy bears by
color and arrange them into patterns of
two colors, three colors and more until a
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bear-pattern marches across the page,
revealing to readers how to use patterns
to skip count, add and multiply.
IT’S TIME FOR BED, and Leo must get out of
his pirate costume and into his pjs, and
as he removes each item of clothing, Leo
fondly says good night. (“Good night,
green bandana . . . Good night, red and
white shirt . . .”) Meanwhile, his friend
Teddy has other plans as he gets ready for
a swashbuckling nighttime adventure. Young
readers will love seeing Leo transform
from pirate to sleepy-head with a cute
surprise ending. This charming good-night
book also teaches colors and object
identification.
The Teddy Bears' Picnic
Louis
Whatever Next!
Goodnight Lion
Where Teddy Bears Come from
Teddy Bears are on an addition mission! Math, counting,
sorting and adding for young children. Easy, fun, and
educational. Visual learners can watch the teddies add more
and more. And kinetic learners can copy the action with their
own teddy bear manipulatives. Catchy speech bubbles
accompany lively verse as teddies add single-digit and doubledigit numbers from one to fifty. Playful rhymes and hands-on
interaction make this book perfect for use with bear counters
and other classroom manipulatives.
Juliette gathers her toys together in preparation for bedtime.
It's very nearly bath time for Baby Bear, but he just wants to go
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on one more adventure - a quick trip to the moon. Mrs Bear
isn't pleased, and anyway, she says, Baby Bear doesn't have a
rocket. Luckily, there's one under the stairs... Join Baby Bear as
he makes friends with an owl and has a picnic on the moon, all
before bath time. Whatever Next! This is a board book edition
of a beautiful story of innocence and imagination, full of the
characteristic warmth and humour of Jill Murphy, author of
Peace at Last and The Worst Witch.
Teddy Bear and his cat prepare for bed by taking a bath,
getting a drink, and reading a book. Includes flaps, textured
illustrations, a mirror, and other toy and movable features.
A Bear in War
Good Night, Teddy Bear
With Audio Recording
Lap Edition
Teddy Bear Addition
Looking for the perfect present for your
child? Look no further! Get a personalized
book with your child's name in the text. This
lovely book will make any kid feel like they
are really in the story! This "Luke & Bedtime
Teddy Bear Fellows" -book for toddlers gives
your child a great adventure while they see a
few sweet teddy bear friends. Use this book
any time your child wants to see fascinating
cartoon characters, or simply tell it as a
bedtime story to give them lovely dreams of
all the teddy bears. This book includes a
very short, personalized story text next to
each cartoon illustration, with a question
for reflection to ask your child. The perfect
gift for any child in your life! Features:
Personalized book with your child's name in
the story Total of 11 attractive
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illustrations with the personalized story
text 8.5 x 8.5 inches, 21,59 x 21,59 cm 24
Pages
While nearly everyone has a memory of their
own favorite tattered teddy bear, the details
of the day President Theodore "Teddy"
Roosevelt refused to shoot a bear have been
lost to time. Now, nearly 100 years later,
the legend that has grown around that fateful
encounter will captivate you in this
delightful tale.Gijsbert van Frankenhuyzen
brings his magical touch to another great
American legend with illustratons for the
origins of America's favorite stuffed animal
and how it got its name. Author Frank Murphy
shares the history and lucky timing of two
candy store entrepreneurs who took the story
of President Theodore Roosevelt's warmhearted gesture in refusing to shoot a
cornered bear and turned it into a legend of
the toy world. Relive the memory of your own
timeless, tattered "Teddy's" bear with The
Legend of the Teddy Bear.
This adorable padded cloth book comes with a
miniature pajama-clad teddy bear, attached to
the book's spine with a ribbon. Full color.
Consumable.
Set sail for fun and join the pirate crew of
HMS Seashell! Meet Capt. Teddy Bear Pirate,
Bunny, Digger, Giraffle, Squawk and tiny
Ship's Mouse as they all work together to
search for long lost treasure.
Good Night Teddy Bear
Teddy Bear Pirate (7x7 )
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Good Night, Little Bear
The Big Night-Night Book
A Swashbuckling Bedtime Adventure
Good Night, TeddyBarrons Juveniles
At bedtime, a mother and child tell how much they love each
other.
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